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Message from Tim Andree, Executive Chairman & CEO,
Dentsu Aegis Network

At Dentsu Aegis Network, our vision is to help clients innovate the way
brands are built. This requires a relentless focus on high performance and
helping our clients succeed in a world where the competitive landscape
shifts constantly.
Our strength as a network is our world-class talent and leading-edge
capabilities designed to build brands in a dynamic, consumer-led digital
economy.
To provide our clients and employees with the greatest opportunities for
success, our business operates with the highest standards of governance,
integrity, ethics and compliance and we all adhere to a common set of
business principles.
This booklet provides a summary of these business principles which,
together with our values, sets out how we deliver to the best of our
abilities and how we act at the highest professional standards.
To succeed and build trust with our clients, suppliers and society as a
whole, we are committed to providing clear accountability on how we
operate.
We expect everyone who works for, or on behalf of, Dentsu Aegis
Network to understand and live by these Global Business Principles.

Tim Andree
Executive Chairman & CEO, Dentsu Aegis Network
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Our Global
Business Principles
Dentsu Aegis Network is committed to conducting business
with honesty and integrity. This means upholding the highest
standards of work and behaviour to protect the interests of all
of our stakeholders. These Global Business Principles reflect the
foundations of this objective and are rooted in our values and our
Code of Conduct.
This document provides a high-level description of how we strive
to behave in the operation of our business and in our interactions
with clients, suppliers, and other stakeholders.
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Our values
Our values are a shared set of beliefs that drive our behaviour and bind
us together beyond the individual brands and geographies that make
up our business. Our values embody what we stand for, how we think
and what makes us different and better. It’s these values that power
our vision of “Innovating the Way Brands Are Built” and drive our high
performing culture. Our values help us grow our business globally
by ensuring that both our clients and employees enjoy a consistent
experience, regardless of the market.

There are the five values that guide us in everything we do:
Agile
We’re nimble, quick thinking and flexible, allowing us to
adapt to changing circumstances and client expectations.

Pioneering
We’re innovative and risk-taking self-starters, building on
an industry legacy to deliver exciting new opportunities
to our clients.

Ambitious
We foster a trail-blazing and inquisitive culture where
relentless determination and passion are rewarded and
complacency is rejected.

Responsible
We take individual and collective responsibility for our
thoughts and actions.

Collaborative
We work with our global network and local partners across
the world to deliver a consistent brand experience and the
very best solutions.
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Our Code of Conduct
The Dentsu Aegis Network Code of Conduct helps our employees
understand and live our values in the context of their work duties so
that we may uphold the highest standards of behaviour. This Code
defines the behaviour that is expected of each of us, what colleagues
can expect of one another, and how we are expected to behave towards
clients, stakeholders, and other third parties related to our business. We
have an individual and collective responsibility to ensure adherence to
this Code and to comply with all of the laws, regulations and internal
policies in the markets where we operate.
Everyone working for, or on behalf of, Dentsu Aegis Network is required
to behave in accordance with this Code.

How we must act towards each other
--First and foremost, Dentsu Aegis Network’s values embody what
we stand for, and inform the expectations around our day-to-day
behaviour in the workplace.

company or our clients, be it in the workplace or at external work
events.
--Alcohol consumption at work functions or with colleagues is
controlled and responsible, and we do not allow the use of drugs
that are either unlawful or that might impact work duties in an
impermissible manner.
--We follow all applicable internal policies and procedures, including all
those which are necessary for Dentsu Aegis Network to comply with
legal and regulatory requirements.

How we must act towards our clients and suppliers
--We strive to build long-term relationships with our clients and protect
their interests by being professional, diligent and accountable.
--We treat our suppliers fairly and ensure that only companies that meet
our standards are part of our supply chain.

--We treat each other with respect and do not tolerate harassment,
bullying, abuse or other offensive behaviour in the work-place.

--We operate in accordance with principles of fair and lawful
competition.

--We are an equal opportunity employer and never discriminate on the
basis of age, gender, race, religion, national origin, sexual orientation,
disability, or any other classification protected by applicable law.

--We treat all commercially-sensitive information related to our clients
and suppliers securely and confidentially.

--We provide a safe and healthy working environment for all our
employees, where accidents, injuries or unsafe working conditions
must be reported promptly so that we can take appropriate action.
--We process and protect employee data in compliance with applicable
laws.
--We behave professionally and responsibly when representing our

--We only ever use personal data for legitimate purposes and in
compliance with all laws, regulations and industry standards.
--In dealing with any third party we have a zero-tolerance approach to
bribery in any form, whether directly or through an intermediary.
--We neither offer nor accept gifts, entertainment or hospitality that are
inappropriate, are more than the value set by our internal policies, or
that may cause any person to improperly perform their duties.
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Our Code of Conduct
How we must act towards our shareholders and
other stakeholders
--We operate according to established principles of good governance.
--We respect all local and international laws and relevant industry
codes.
--Our record-keeping and financial reporting are honest and accurate.
--We take measures to prevent fraud and money laundering in the
operations of our business.
--We never engage in share transactions on the basis of insider
information, nor provide information for others to do so.

Upholding the highest standards
--We expect our employees to raise any concerns or suspicions of
wrongdoing, including a potential breach of this Code and/or other
internal policies. There are a number of ways to raise such matters,
including with line managers, members of our Human Resources, Legal,
or Ethics & Compliance teams, or by using the external Speak Up
hotline.
--We have a fair and consistent process to investigate incidents or
concerns, which ensures that all relevant information is appropriately
considered.
--Violation of the standards described in this Code may result in
disciplinary action, up to and including termination of employment.

--We never take advantage of personal investment or corporate
opportunities available as a result of employment, nor engage in
activities that conflict with the interests of any company that is part
of Dentsu Aegis Network.

How we must act towards our communities
--We are dedicated to having a positive impact on the communities in
which we operate.
--We engage in regular Social Impact activities and support initiatives
to promote greater social and environmental responsibility among our
employees, clients and suppliers.
--We aim for the highest standard of sustainable business practices and
environmental protection, acting in accordance with statutory and
international standards.
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Our Ethics & Compliance framework
We invest significant attention and resources to implement, administer
and continually enhance an active and innovative Ethics & Compliance
programme and framework. It translates our Code of Conduct into
practical policies and procedures, internal governance structures,
reporting and monitoring efforts, and training initiatives.
This framework is based on initiatives led by dedicated internal
compliance professionals in a consistent and coordinated manner on
global, regional and local levels. It’s based on best practice guidance
developed by Transparency International, the Institute of Business
Ethics and the International Chamber of Commerce, and takes into
consideration the requirements of national laws and regulations that
apply to our global operations, such as:
--UK Bribery Act 2010
--US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act 1977
--UK Criminal Finances Act 2017
--UK Modern Slavery Act 2015
--EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Our global Ethics & Compliance framework helps us to:
--identify ethical, reputational and compliance risks that we may face;
--advise the business and employees on the mitigation of these
potential risks;
--design and implement processes, controls, communications and
training to protect the business from risks that are identified on global,
regional and local levels;
--monitor, review and report on the effectiveness of these preventative
measures and the ongoing management of identified risks;

--investigate and resolve any ethics or compliance related issues as
they arise; and
--support the business with vetting and managing risks relating to
third parties.

Our Ethics & Compliance framework is an integral part of our three
lines of defence to manage wider enterprise risk in the business.

Leading by example
Our senior management regularly communicate our commitment
to doing business with integrity and reinforce our zero tolerance
of bribery, corruption and unethical behaviour in general. This
commitment is also demonstrated through participation in local
International Chamber of Commerce anti-corruption commissions,
through participation in media industry compliance forums, and
through our participation in the World Economic Forum’s Partnership
Against Corruption Initiative.
All members of our local, regional and global leadership teams
are asked annually to certify that they comply with all relevant
laws, regulations, our Code of Conduct and internal policies. Our
business leaders also chair and participate in regional and local risk
and compliance committee meetings, where they gain a thorough
appreciation for risk management and the importance of compliance
generally.
All our people are expected to act in accordance with our Code of
Conduct, be familiar with all policies that are relevant to them, and
complete specific compliance and policy training during induction
and through regular refresher training sessions.
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Speaking Up
Trust is an essential part of our success. But we know it sometimes takes
courage to report a problem. That’s why we encourage employees to
speak up. Doing so helps us resolve any issues quickly and efficiently
and make sure we deliver our commitments to all our stakeholders.

--deliberate non-compliance with contractual obligations; or
--unsafe working environments.

Knowing when to speak up
Employees are encouraged to report any incident of concern or
suspicion of wrongdoing.

Examples of unethical or inappropriate behaviour we
would expect our people to report include:
--any contravention of our policies or Code of Conduct;
--violations of laws and regulations;
--unethical or inappropriate behaviour (whether at work or outside
work), including discrimination, unfair treatment, bullying, or
harassment of any kind;
--retaliation for raising concerns;
--abuse of position in the company for personal gain or to unfairly
advantage friends or relatives;

Reporting an issue
Some concerns can be challenging to deal with. Employees are
encouraged to first address the issue with the individual involved,
speak to their line manager or contact Human Resources.
If they feel that they cannot raise the concern with people
directly involved or that their concerns have not been dealt with
satisfactorily, our teams from Legal, Ethics & Compliance, or Internal
Audit can assist.
Our people can also contact our external Speak Up hotline operated
by a specialist independent company if they are uncomfortable
raising their concerns through internal channels.

--excessive gifts, hospitality or expenses without appropriate business
rationale;
--fraud, whether in relation to financial statements, business partners or
company assets;
--actual or potential offering or receipt of bribes;
9
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Acting with integrity and complying with laws
Laws and regulations

Political contributions

We hold ourselves to the highest ethical standards. Our aim is to
conduct business fairly and transparently, relying on the quality of our
work and the integrity of our people to offer our services.

Political contributions are restricted by local laws in some countries.
Therefore, no funds or assets from any of our companies may be offered
or contributed for political purposes without specific senior approvals.

Anti-bribery and corruption

Antitrust and competition

All forms of bribery in the course of our global business activities, in
relation to either private individuals, other companies or government
officials, is strictly prohibited.

We all have a role to play in ensuring fair competition. Any conduct
relating to competitors that may violate antitrust and competition
laws is not permitted.

Third parties

Compliance with competition laws means avoiding agreements or
understandings with any competitor in areas such as price fixing,
bidding, pitching, sales territories, market sharing, or terms and
conditions of sale. No discussions in relation to competition law may
take place with any competition authority without the involvement of

We take all reasonable steps to ensure that individuals or companies do
not promise, receive or accept bribes when working on our behalf. This
includes either bribes paid on our behalf or in the scope of their own
business but which may be closely related to our involvement.
Where necessary or appropriate, we inform third parties and business
partners of our policies and our zero-tolerance approach to bribery and
corruption.

Public officials
We never offer a financial or other advantage to any public official with
the intent of influencing them to show our business favour.

our Legal team.

Reporting potential misconduct
Our business is strongest when we work together. If anyone suspects or
discovers any breaches of regulations, laws or policies in relation to our
operations, those of our affiliates or other third parties acting on our
behalf, our people are asked to report it immediately.

Facilitation or “grease” payments are also prohibited. The Legal team
would be consulted in situations where employees encounter unfamiliar,
suspicious or irregular payments being requested from a public official.
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Conflicts of interest
We are committed to acting with integrity at all times. That’s why it is
important for our employees to remain vigilant for any potential conflict
of interest and report any concerns or ask for advice immediately.
In simple terms, a conflict of interest can occur when an employee,
consultant, agent, contractor, temporary staff member or other party
acting on our behalf has external interests that could benefit from the
knowledge gained or duties performed for us.

For example, it would be essential to disclose if an
employee:
--has a friend or family member who owns a potential supplier and the
employee is in a position to influence the procurement decision;
--manages a supplier relationship and negotiates discounted rates for
their personal benefit;
--has a friend or family member who is a decision maker on a client bid
that the employee is working on (or vice versa);

Leadership responsibilities
In the scenario where an employee has external interests that could
interfere with their ability to properly fulfil their role, members of
local, regional and global leadership are required to annually disclose
any such interests. This means that any potential conflicts of interest
can be identified and managed properly.

Related party transactions
Another example of a conflict of interest is a related party
transaction. These can include entering into contracts (such as
employment, supply of services, or purchase of goods) with family
members, close personal associates, or individuals with an ownership
stake in a Dentsu Aegis Network company.
Where there is a potential or actual case of a related party
transaction arising, the Legal team must be informed in advance of
contract signing and line manager approval will be required prior to
the signing of the relevant contract.

--has a stake in a business that is the subject of a potential acquisition;
or
--sets up a competitor business while still in the employment of the
Dentsu Aegis Network.
Senior management are expected to complete an annual declaration
of interests that ensures any potential conflicts of interest are spotted
early and can be proactively managed.
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Protecting our assets
and preventing fraud
We have a number of controls in place to help minimise the risk of fraud or other wrongdoing,
either to protect our company assets, or ensure that there are no untoward arrangements
in relation to negotiating client or supplier services. We will never use our position or the
information, assets or benefits available to us in a corporate capacity for personal gain,
whether for ourselves, our relatives, friends, or third parties.

We expect all our people and contractors to:
--act with honesty and integrity at all times;
--comply with all relevant local laws and our policies;
--ensure our resources, equipment and data are used in accordance with their role and not
inappropriately used;
--ensure the proper security and handling of cash and the use of company funds whether they
are involved with payments to suppliers or receipts from customers;
--report any weaknesses they identify when carrying out their duties, such as weaknesses in
internal controls; and
--report any suspicion of wrongdoing or fraudulent activity, using the external Speak Up
hotline if necessary.
It is our policy to seek aggressive action against perpetrators of fraud, including termination
of employment and criminal prosecutions. We have a responsibility internally to report and
investigate all instances of known or suspected fraud regardless of materiality.
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Working with intellectual property
Protecting confidential information

Safeguarding intellectual property

Much of the work we do with our clients necessitates the sharing of
confidential information and often involves the use or creation of
intellectual property. Consequently, the services that we perform
will be protected by confidentiality agreements, which we take very
seriously. Non-disclosure agreements and client, supplier and media
owner contracts oblige us to safeguard confidential information. This
means not using it for purposes other than which it has been provided
and not sharing it with third parties without the permission of both
parties to the agreement in question.

Intellectual property is one of our most valuable assets. Our goal
as a business is to protect and commercialise our intellectual
property rights. Similarly, we respect the rights of other businesses
and only use materials created by third parties with the appropriate
permissions.

Defining what we mean by confidential
information

We ensure all employees, particularly those working in creative areas,
have an appropriate working knowledge of intellectual property best
practice. This includes a focus on working closely with clients on
intellectual property clearance matters.

Confidential information comes in many forms. Information can be
considered confidential if a disclosing party designates it as such,
or if it can be inferred from the circumstances of disclosure that this
is the case.

Examples of confidential information include:
--signed contracts

--business models

--client briefs

--commercial terms

--customer data

--campaign related data

--personal data
--product launch strategies
--pricing strategies
14

Business gifts
and hospitality
Dentsu Aegis Network employees may only offer, provide or accept gifts and
commercially valid entertainment and hospitality to or from third parties that
serve a bona fide business purpose.
Engaging in any type of entertainment or hospitality that contradicts the
principles of our Code of Conduct, calls into question the integrity of the
business, or risks damaging our reputation, is not allowed.
Any business gift, entertainment or hospitality given or accepted valued at
more than the limit set in each market must be reported in advance and be
approved by a line manager.
All business gifts, entertainment or hospitality given to public officials needs
to be approved in advance.
Improper payments should not be confused with reasonable and limited
expenditures for gifts, business entertainment and other expenses related to
the promotion of services or the execution of a contract. These payments are
acceptable, subject to compliance with our Business Gifts, Entertainment and
Hospitality Policy.
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Handling personal data and protecting privacy
The responsible and lawful use of data is fundamental to our business.
It informs the decisions we make and enables us to do creative,
persuasive and innovative work for our clients. Our people and clients
entrust us with their personal data and we take its use and protection
very seriously. Therefore, it’s expected that everyone in our business
understands the fundamentals of data protection and privacy.

Tackling the basics of data protection
We have established a set of ‘Global Privacy Principles’ that outline how
our employees are expected to handle the data they receive. Acting
responsibly with personal data is mostly down to common sense, but
these seven core principles outline the rules our people must abide by:
1. Fair, lawful and transparent use of personal information – we ensure
that individuals know about, and consent to, our collection and use
of their personal information. We only ever use personal information
in line with the relevant instructions from clients or suppliers.
2. Only using personal information for specific, explicit and legitimate
purposes – we only use personal information as permitted by data
protection laws and within the limits of the purposes set out in our
privacy policies, notices, or contracts with clients and suppliers.
3. Non-excessive collection of personal information – we only collect
and retain the necessary personal information required to fulfil the
specified purpose.
4. Accurate personal information – we work with clients and suppliers
to ensure that personal information used for marketing purposes is
accurate and kept up to date.
5. Retaining personal information – we do not keep personal

information for longer than for the purpose for which it
was collected.
6. Data security – we have the appropriate measures in place to
prevent unlawful or unauthorised use, access or accidental loss
of personal information.
7. Accountability – we are responsible for the personal information
put under our control and have designated individuals responsible
for compliance with these principles and applicable data
protection laws.
To ensure that Dentsu Aegis Network is compliant with GDPR and
other privacy legislation, and meets the expectations of our clients,
we have the following measures in place:
--

A dedicated group of professionals, including our Global
Data Protection Officer, a network of Chief Data Officers,
data protection lawyers, data specialists, security personnel,
and technology teams, who work to ensure privacy and data
compliance across our global business.

--

Targeted data protection training for our employees. This includes
eLearning modules, on-line resources and face-to-face training
for higher risk groups.

--

An internal data governance framework to review how client and
other data is being used and protected while in our custody.

--

Data security policies and controls in place globally, which
are continually tested and evolved to keep pace with evolving
regulations and governance requirements.

--

Controls that ensure that we only use data in accordance with
our clients’ instructions.
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Keeping data secure
Technology is a powerful tool when used correctly. To ensure that
our use of technology does not breach legislation or contractual
requirements, we have in place policies, standards and procedures that
provide a framework for what we can and can’t do with data.
Our security programme is regularly reviewed and aligned to industry
standards, including ISO27001 and NIST. In the unlikely event of a data
security incident, processes are in place to isolate and manage incidents
to conclusion.
All our people are expected to understand their responsibilities when
using either mobile or fixed technology assets.

Some of our basic rules include:
--any data relating to our business may not be transferred outside of our
technology assets without the proper approvals or protocols in place;
--our technology assets must not be used directly or in connection
with anything unlawful or which may be considered by others as
threatening or inappropriate; and
--any information to be published, distributed or otherwise shared about
us, our clients or our services, including posts on social media and
other websites, requires the appropriate prior approvals.
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Code of Practice for Client Information
Clients must have total confidence in our ability to protect their
sensitive business information. That’s why we have a Code of Practice
for Client Information.

More detailed policies, internal guidance and training initiatives
underpin the above areas of focus.

This Code defines the rules, procedures and safeguards that we have
implemented globally to ensure the protection, security and proper
handling of sensitive or confidential client information.
To protect our clients and demonstrate our commitment to
confidentiality in all aspects of our services, the system described in
our Code for safeguarding the information of our clients covers the
following areas:

1. Management and organisation procedures
2. Confidentiality and prevention of unauthorised
access
3. Personnel and staff confidentiality protocols
4. Information structure and security
5. General office security
6. External contacts
7. Data protection and privacy
8. Governance and compliance

19
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Our vision: Innovating the way brands are built
For us, innovation is not just doing things better but doing them
differently. It means a relentless focus on high performance and
helping our clients win in a world where the competitive landscape
shifts constantly and established ways of working are often no longer
fit for purpose.
Our world-class talent and leading-edge capabilities help build our
clients’ brands in a new consumer-led digital economy.

Innovating at pace
We help our clients stay ahead against a backdrop of disruption and
uncertainty. Our lack of legacy combined with investment in scalable
structures, systems and platforms allow us to adapt rapidly to the
market opportunity. Our size and agility are essential to this. We’ve
grown and accelerated our capabilities through considered acquisition
and integration of leading digital businesses.
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Accountability
Dentsu Aegis Network represents 70 of the world’s
largest 100 advertisers and with many of these we
have built longstanding, established partnerships.
For many advertisers, the demonstration of
accountability of its partners can be an important
driver of trust.
We see trust as key to long term successful growth.
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Accountability
Our network approach to accountability extends to
five specific areas:
1. Supply chain: Commercial and strategic responsibility for the
procurement of media, creative and technology services, in
partnership with our clients to enable the right outcomes; these
include driving accountability to delivery and also the ongoing
uptake of digital performance metrics (e.g. viewability, brand safety
and ad fraud) as these pertain to the relevant services, as defined
by the relevant contract.
2. Data governance: Demonstration of appropriate data storage and
usage controls (i.e. GDPR) as it pertains to instructions that our
businesses act upon in relation to our services; these are always
established in close partnership with our clients to ensure total
clarity around the ownership of accountability and compliance
with the appropriate data regulations.

4. Business outcomes: Alignment and agreement over what outcomes
our services should and should not deliver against which we are held
accountable as part of our compensation structures. This would see
us being held accountable should they fall short but equally
we stand to gain an upside should we over deliver.
5. Relational: Being accountable for the relationships that we enjoy
with our clients is a critical driver of trust; good relationships are
ultimately founded in integrity where both parties commit at all
times to maintaining an open, honest and proactive dialogue with
one another in the course of business.

3. Financial disclosure: The provision of specific and contractually
agreed evidences, sometimes with the involvement of third
professional auditors, to validate delivery of services under
the relevant client agreement.
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Corporate governance
Good corporate governance sits at the heart of our organisation. It’s
built upon clarity, accountability and responsibility, and strengthens
our clients’ and suppliers’ belief in us as a trustworthy partner.

Client contracts
A client contract will always form the foundation of our client
relationships. It defines our service deliverables, financial obligations,
remuneration and data security requirements. It goes without saying
that compliance and accountability to our clients’ contractual terms
is a fundamental component of good corporate governance and our
internal compliance processes.
To help employees and clients understand how to meet our contract
obligations we have a contracts compliance programme. It provides our
people with the essential knowledge they need to facilitate both the
company’s and the client’s contract obligations.

Contract compliance
The Global Clients’ Contracts and Compliance team, Global
Compliance Committee and local Risk and Compliance Committees
are tasked with ensuring best practice and adherence to contractual
obligations, as well as wider compliance with polices, laws and
regulations across our business.
This demonstrates contract compliance and above all, further
reinforces an environment of good corporate governance.
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Working with third parties
Our business is home to many of the best minds drawn from an everincreasing range of sectors and specialisms. But sometimes we need to
look outside the network and use the resources of third parties.

This may include:
--media owners and vendors
--technology companies
--data firms
--research agencies
--auditors
--consultants
--Dentsu Aegis Network non-owned affiliates
Before making any arrangements with many of these third parties,
appropriate legal, commercial and reputational due diligence is done
to ensure that they meet our operating standards and that they are
capable of performing the services or providing the goods they are
contracted to.

Ensuring third parties meet our standards

Our procurement principles
--Where appropriate from a risk and regulatory perspective, third
parties are vetted from a compliance perspective and to ensure that
any payments made to them comply with anti-money laundering,
tax, sanctions and other relevant regulations.
--All payments made to third parties are subject to independent
review and approval is only given for payment if the delivery of
goods or services has met contractual obligations.
--Third parties use personal data in accordance with our policies and
relevant internal approvals. This is to ensure that our and our clients’
personal data is managed in accordance with privacy and data
protection laws.
--Any conflicts of interest between our people or clients and a third
party must be disclosed and approved.
--We maintain appropriate rights with third parties to ensure they are
accountable to delivering services as agreed and contracted.
Third parties comprise a vital part of the media ecosystem. By
ensuring we have the appropriate commercial, contractual and
compliance processes in place, we can be confident we are working
with businesses we can trust and our clients can rely on.

Our clients want the peace of mind that they’ll always enjoy the best
quality services and products. Therefore, we expect third parties we
work with to meet our exacting standards.

25
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Treating
people with
respect
Our business is only as strong as our people. The
future growth and success of our company is being
built by the brilliant, talented and unique individuals
we employ.
We are proud to be an inclusive employer and believe
that it’s our diversity that will help us keep delivering
the highest level of service to our clients today,
tomorrow and for years to come.
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Our Employee Value Proposition
Creating a unique experience for our people
We are committed to helping our people be the best they can be.
And we achieve this in a number of ways. We’ve created a working
environment that gives people exposure to different people, new ways
of thinking and the very best client challenges. We offer unrivalled
opportunities to accelerate careers and enable people to discover new
experiences. And, above all else, the chance to produce work that will
be career defining.

Our Employee Value Proposition is a way of expressing what makes us
different and how this shapes our people strategy. No matter where
our people work in the network and what role they fulfil, the way we
work as a group is characterised by these consistent values. Everything
we do at the Dentsu Aegis Network is designed to help our people
achieve their own personal goals, from the way we build our training and
development programmes, to supporting internal moves. Investing in
performance development is of critical strategic importance to us.

‘Be part of Something More’
At Dentsu Aegis Network, we believe that none of us is as good as all of us. We elevate
individual brilliance and harness our collective impact to innovate quicker, perform
better and embrace the potential of a disruptive world. Together we can do more,
achieve more and be part of something more

More Acceleration

More Opportunity

More Impact

We won’t sit on potential.
Our ambition is a catalyst for
progress and our collaborative
spirit means we innovate at
pace for the digital economy.

We empower fresh thinking
through diverse teams and
richer experiences - giving our
people the opportunity to
innovate across our
global network.

We create a culture where
people can make their mark.
Our people make innovation
happen and have a positive
impact on brands, society and
each other everyday.
28

Looking after our people
We believe that the wellbeing and effectiveness of our people depends
on a positive, respectful and supportive work environment.
For a start, we’re committed to following local employment legislation
wherever it operates.

This includes observing laws that cover:
--freedom of association
--personal privacy
--the right to engage in collective bargaining
--the prohibition of forced, compulsory and child labour
--the elimination of any improper employment practices

Helping our people grow
All of our businesses are dedicated to achieving high levels of
performance; the best way to reach this goal is by empowering our
people to do the same.
We are committed to helping our people develop new skills and
realise their full potential. In turn, this will help us to drive growth
and performance and build a business that’s perfectly matched to
the rapidly evolving marketplace that we operate in.
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Discrimination and harassment
What makes us unique is what makes us exceptional. To create a
culture of excellence, people need to feel confident to work freely,
without fear. By providing a work environment that is respectful and
free from discrimination and harassment, we can ensure we all have the
confidence to achieve more.
We are committed to fair employment practices. By providing equal
opportunities on the basis of merit, we can secure business success,
help individuals progress, and strengthen the communities in which
we operate.

Treating everyone equally
We respect people from all walks of life. We recruit, hire, train,
compensate, promote and provide other conditions of employment
without regard to a person’s race, religion, nationality, gender, sexual
orientation, age, disability or other characteristic protected by law.
We don’t tolerate harassment or discriminatory behaviour of any kind.
We take a strong stand against prejudice and discrimination on the
grounds of a person’s characteristics.

Defining harassment
Harassment comes in many forms, so it’s important our people know
how to recognise it.
A useful definition of harassment is unwelcome verbal or physical
conduct that creates an intimidating, offensive or abusive work
environment. This includes behaviour directed towards another person
because of their personal characteristics.
Sexual harassment of any kind is unacceptable. Unwelcome sexual
advances, requests for sexual favours and verbal or physical conduct
of an inappropriate nature will never be tolerated.
Harassment may occur outside the workplace on business trips,
events organised by the company or functions attended in the course
of business. We empower all our people who have been exposed to
this sort of behaviour to report it immediately and without fear
of repercussion.
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Health and safety in the workplace
Everyone has the right to feel safe at work. The highest standards
of health and safety are integral to our business performance and a
prime responsibility of management at every level. Happy, healthy,
confident employees work harder and achieve more. That’s why we are
committed to conducting our business in a manner that ensures high
standards of health and safety for all employees, clients, suppliers and
visitors to each of our locations.

Our people can expect:
--a safe and healthy working environment;
--appropriate facilities for welfare;
--information, instruction, training and supervision needed to ensure the
health and safety of employees, clients, suppliers and visitors to our
business locations;
--compliance with local statutory requirements;
--effective arrangements exist and are widely communicated to deal with
any emergency;
--management at all levels understand their duties and that their roles
are clearly defined; and
--all personnel are aware that they are required to work safely and to
cooperate with the company in all matters that affect their health and
safety at work, and that clients, suppliers and visitors to the company’s
office locations are likewise informed.
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Social
Impact

6
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Creating a digital economy that works for all
The best businesses improve society. As we continue on our journey
to becoming a 100% digital economy business by 2020, we are
taking bigger steps to help shape a digital world that works for all.
The potential benefits of the digital economy are huge, and it’s the
responsibility of businesses like ours to make these benefits available
to society as a whole.
Society is one of the core stakeholders of our business and these
actions are all part of a personal and collective responsibility we take
very seriously.
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Social Impact strategy
This is our amition...
...which means...

…which we are
delivering across three
areas…

…all of which is
underpinned by our
own organisational
behaviour…

To build a digital economy that works for all
We will use ideas and data to highlight opportunities, inequalities, innovations and solutions
to society’s greatest challenges. We will inspire others to embrace the potential of the digital
economy and create a more efficient, effective and fairer society.

Digital
skills

Tomorrow’s
leaders

Digital for
society

We will share our digital skills
and capabilities empowering
the next generation to reap the
benefit of the digital economy.

We will mentor entrepreneurs
and change makers supporting
them to build a more diverse
digital economy.

We will transform the role of
brands in the digital economy
using the power of progressive
partnerships to deliver better
outcomes for society as well
as long-term commercial
opportunities.

Best in class environmental performance
People who volunteer to share their time and talent with society
A diverse and inclusive workforce intent on making a difference
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Creating a digital economy that works for all
Our social impact strategy defines our commitment to create a
digital economy that works for everyone. This is how it works:

Thought leadership
We measure the inclusivity of the digital economy through an annual
survey called The Digital Society Index. This ranks economies on
how well they are sharing the benefits of digital across society. It
assesses how well countries are realising growth from digital, how
inclusive that growth is and the extent to which there is a trusted,
enabling environment for growth. The Index also provides a consumer
lens on progress, helping to understand how well businesses and
governments are ensuring that the digital economy works for
everyone. Aimed at company leadership and policymakers, it is
intended to stimulate debate and action.

Digital skills
Digital skills fuel digital businesses. As a result, the pace at which
that transition to the digital economy takes will be dictated not
by technology, but by the people who use it. We are taking action
through our flagship schools programme, The Code. The programme
helps young people gain digital and business skills and gives them
insights into what a career in our industry is like.

Tomorrow’s leaders
To create an inclusive digital society and fuel innovation, we are
investing in experienced mentorship and skill development. We are
focussing on female entrepreneurs who have fewer opportunities
than their male peers. Delivered through our flagship entrepreneurial
accelerator programme Female Foundry, we give young women a
better chance for future success.

Digital for society
Tackling society’s greatest challenges takes collaboration. We will
transform the role of brands in the digital economy, using the power
of progressive partnerships to deliver better outcomes for society,
as well as long-term commercial opportunities. We also collaborate
with industry through initiatives like Common Ground, to support the
United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Using our
skills, capabilities and expertise, we can help everyone make progress
towards these global goals.

Organisational behaviour
We are setting the standards to which a digital economy business
should operate. We are committed to conducting business with
integrity and to the highest ethical standards, respecting human
rights and protecting the interests of both employees and society. We
also have ambitions in the following areas:
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Creating a digital economy that works for all

Environment
Our environmental agenda focuses on doing our part to stay within
the 2.0C degree target agreed by world leaders at the COP 21
conference in Paris in 2015. This translates into a 40% carbon
reduction target in the period 2015-2020. We have an ambition to
procure 100% renewable energy by 2020.

Volunteering
We encourage all employees to give back to the communities where
we are based. Our focus is on skills-based volunteering and we
have a target of 50% of our people volunteering to help a minimum
of 500 charities between 2015-2020. Many of employees and
teams surpass this figure, working regularly to support a variety of
community organizations, charities and causes.

A diverse and inclusive workforce
Our business is strengthened by embracing different experiences
and fresh perspectives. We are committed to promoting equal
opportunities and diversity, and building a company with a
diverse workforce and an inclusive culture. In turn, this will boost
performance and allow creativity to flourish. Everyone we work with
is treated solely on the basis of their abilities, allowing us to focus
on achieving high standards of performance and conduct from all
employees. We are dedicated to creating a workplace open to all
cultures and groups where everyone has an equal chance to succeed
at all levels.
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